Home of the Junior Rough Riders, Hollenbeck Middle School is led by Principal Elsa Bolado and is located in Boyle Heights. Hollenbeck has a Science, Technology, Math, and Medicine Magnet and offers a linked learning program, with students working in interdisciplinary teams to explore computer science concepts including programming and robotics. Hollenbeck has been serving the Boyle Heights community since 1914, and combines engaging instructional activities and events to create a stimulating learning environment. Hollenbeck Middle School feeds into the Boyle Heights "Zone of Choice," which includes Roosevelt High School.

Teacher Vacancies

• Social Studies

Want to join our team? APPLY HERE!

We are especially seeking teachers who are:
• Eager to grow professionally with a dynamic staff
• Warm, energetic, flexible, committed to our students
• Excited to collaborate with parents, staff and partners
• Proficient with using tech in the classroom

Click below to view teacher eligibility requirements https://bit.ly/lausdrequirements

Questions?
Contact: carolina.martinez@partnershipla.org

Follow Hollenbeck on Social Media!
Twitter: @HollenbeckMS
Facebook: Hollenbeck Middle School
Instagram: @hollenbeckms_boyleheights

Learn more at
https://www.hollenbeckmiddleschool.org/